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1. Hard court
2. Small playground
3. Road boundary
4. Fence line on Islay Street
5. Tourists
6. Rowan berries (raw)
7. Tractor
8. Treeline
9. Cross bar
10. Large playground
11. Swimming pool 
12. Sharp stones near end of treeline
13. No play zone at front door area
14.  Septic tank top 
15. Climbing height in trees - 
 no higher than child’s own height
16. Chickens
17. Garden
18. Tunnel Houses

GLENORCHY SCHOOL - IDENTIFIED HAZARDS

HAZARD KEY

AREA RISK STEP
Junior Playground Falling, pushing, tripping, equipment failure. Bark is turned over annually or when seen to be in need during playground checks. - October 2016.  Students are encouraged to use the equipment for 

games with which it was designed. Equipment is checked every month before board meetings. Teacher is on duty (see Playground Supervision Procedures).
Senior Playground Falling, pushing, tripping, equipment failure. Bark is turned over annually by QLDC - completed September 2016.  Students are encouraged to use the equipment for games with which it was designed. 

Equipment is checked monthly before board meetings and as part of the Playground Check. Students are advised not to help students attempt activities 
beyond there ability. Teacher is on duty (see Playground Supervision Procedures).

Tree Line / Tree Hut Falling from a tree, running into a limb, standing or 
tripping on tree roots causing injury.

Tree line permission slip is filled in by all parents at the beginning of the school year, giving permission for the students to play in the tree line and climb 
trees up to their own height.  Students from year 5 - 8 only in the tree hut.

Tyre Swing Falling off, being hit by swing, tree giving way, 
equipment failure.

Two students at a time on the swing, students waiting for turn stand on grassed area as opposed to bark, earth area. The bark earth area is checked during 
Playground Checks and maintained when required.

School Boundaries Leaving the school grounds - missing student, hit 
by car, leaving school with someone they are not 
suppose to leave with.

Students are not to leave the school grounds without an adult or adult permission. The teacher on duty (see Playground Supervision Procedure).  All visitors 
must fill in visitors book and seek the teacher or adult in charge before removing a student. Students are to report to a teacher or principal on leaving school.

Gardens / Tunnel House Falling, tipping, ingestion, incident with tools 
causing injury.

Students are encouraged to use the garden as a quiet space, no running games.  They are taught to use the tools correctly and for the correct job. Students 
are taught what to eat and need permission when to eat from the garden. All poisonous plants have been removed from the garden except the Rowan Tree. 
Students do not enter the tunnel house unless supervised. 

Chickens Only three students at a time visit inside the chicken enclosure at a time (see Chicken Roster). Students must wash there hands after feeding, petting or 
cleaning the cage. Visitors are discouraged from entering enclosure.

General Playground Tripping, falling, slipping, being stuck in trees. Students are made aware of risks associated with the lip on playground area, the slippery nature of the concrete after rain, the slippery step and the schist 
rocks surrounding the decorative gardens. Students adhere to playground behavioural management procedures.

PLAYGROUND RISK ASSESSMENT


